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NEW QUESTION: 1
Check Point APIs allow system engineers and developers to make
changes to their organization's security policy with CLI tools
and Web Services for all of the following except:
A. Create products that use and enhance 3rd party solutions
B. Create products that use and enhance the Check Point
Solution
C. Execute automated scripts to perform common tasks
D. Create new dashboards to manage 3rd party task
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://dl3.checkpoint.com/paid/29/29532b9eec50d0a947719ae631f64
0d0/ CP_R80_CheckPoint_API_ReferenceGuide.pdf?
HashKey=1517081623_70199443034f806cf2dd0a7ba15f201c&amp;xtn=.pd
f

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your organization plans to use Voice of the Customer to send
surveys to select groups of customers. You need to customize
branding colors and logos for the surveys. What should you do?
A. Configure system settings.
B. Update Voice of the Customer piped data.
C. Modify Voice of the Customer survey themes.
D. Modify Microsoft Dynamics 365 themes.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can you perform transfers of assets between company codes
with different charts of depreciation?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Assign the group chart of depreciation to the relevant fixed
assets.
B. Configure the cross-company depreciation areas in
customizing.
C. Correct depreciation area assignment in the asset master
record after posting.
D. Enter depreciation area mapping during intercompany transfer
posting.
Answer: B
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